
AST MONTH’s World

Athletics Championships was a

fabulous affair, especially if you

love the sport as much as I do. There are

obvious parallels with horse racing, but

there are also important differences.

Many opportunities exist for crossover

learning for those open to improving

their analytical skills in this great game

of ours. Here are a few notes I wrote

down to myself during the

championships.

Ground-loss

We all know Lane 8 gets the biggest

start in the 400m, but it is nice to know

that the geometry we all learned at

school works. If Lane 1 is 400m then

each athlete effectively describes two

halves of a circle with radius 400 / 2π =

63.66m. Given the rules of athletics

dictate the lanes are 1.22m wide, we

should find that the circumference of

Lane 8 is 2π x (63.66 + 1.22 x 7) =

453.65m which is exactly what it is.

So, switching to imperial

measurements, on a racetrack which is

10 furlongs round, assuming that each

horse occupies a lane about three yards

wide, we find that a horse loses about a

length for each path out from the rail it

occupies on a 180-degree turn, such as

out of the back straight to the home

straight. On a tighter track, the

disadvantage is greater still.

Physics enables an even deeper

understanding of the situation. Running

wide is a lot more costly at high speed

than low speed, so a horse making its

effort on the bend is having a very

difficult trip, but another covering

ground early in the race when below

peak effort is less compromised.

Drafting and cover

This is a big deal in athletics but less of

an issue in horse racing, at least from an
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HE PROMISE of Kingsley

Park’s Class of 2022 is

beginning to be realised, and it is

always enthralling watching juvenile

horses develop in this manner. 

Among the fillies, the star pupil may

already have announced herself. When

Dance In The Grass won last month’s

Star Stakes at Sandown, she powered

down the outside into contention, then

made a second effort to get the better of

Godolphin runner Fairy Cross by three-

quarters of a length. And all this came

after she missed the break.

To win a Listed race like this over

seven furlongs on only her second start is

highly encouraging in any circumstances.

But Dance In The Grass is a daughter of

Cracksman out of a 12f winner. On this

basis, she could well improve a good deal

with time and distance.

Dance In The Grass recorded 1min

30.16sec on officially Good To Firm

going at Sandown, but the ground had

been generously watered and its

description was later changed to Good.

When this time is put into context, it

comes out as one of the better

performances in the race’s history. This is

no surprise considering there was a six-

length gap to the third horse which is an

encouraging sign for the quality of the

winning performance.

Last year, the Star Stakes was won by

dual Group 1 winner Inspiral. She was

also having her second start and

maintaining an unbeaten record. The

winning margin then was three and a half

lengths, but the third horse was only a

 

WINNER 7F 6F 6F 5F 5F 4F 4F 3F 3F 2F 2F 1F 1F FIN TOTAL LAST 3F FIN%
Dance In The Grass (2022) 14.63 11.95 13.67 12.13 11.71 12.40 13.67 90.16 37.78 102.28

Inspiral (2021) 14.91 12.59 13.17 11.71 11.10 11.74 12.95 88.17 35.79 105.58

Sectional times in seconds for the last two winners of Sandown’s Star Stakes. The FIN%
column expresses each horse’s final three-furlong pace relative to that of the race as a

whole, Inspiral having come home more than 5.5% faster than her race speed.

T

Dance In The Grass

neck further back. 

The table (below) compares the data

recorded by Dance In The Grass and

Inspiral for their respective Star Stakes

wins, although it is skewed by the latter

having raced on faster ground (the

surface had been generously watered for

this year’s race). It does show, however,

that Dance In The Grass ran a lot harder

(26.58sec for the opening quarter) early

on than Inspiral (27.50sec for the opening

quarter) had done, resulting in her

relatively slow split for the final furlong

of 13.67. 

It could be that Dance In The Grass

turns out to need a stamina test as her

pedigree dictates, but her late run at

Sandown was not a function of her

lacking pace, but instead caused by what

happened at the start.

Mark and Charlie now have an

intriguing choice to make for Dance In

The Grass in September: Does she go for

the Group 1 Moyglare Stud Stakes at the

Curragh over seven furlongs, or the

Group 2 May Hill Stakes at Doncaster

over a mile? Inspiral went for the latter

and won it well.

aerodynamic standpoint. What matters is

the ratio of the area presented to the

wind and the mass of the object. A

human athlete has a wider profile and is

relatively light compared with a horse,

so drafting is comparatively more

important for humans.

A horse still gains some advantage

from racing out of the wind, but it is

hard to separate this from the fact it

covers less ground (as it generally is

held up near the rail) and tends to settle

better. Any academic study not

controlling for these confounding factors

is flawed, in my opinion.

In any case, horse racing data shows

that the advantages of

drafting are outweighed by

those of controlling the pace

and being better placed which

come from making the

running or racing

prominently, even without

cover.

Sensitive
dependence 

on pace 

Even in races such as the

100m and 200m which would

appear invariably truly run

races, an athlete in the same

condition on the same track

with the same wind strength

and direction will still run a

range of times which is

surprisingly wide.

This is because an athlete’s

best time comes when his or

her speed varies the least,

taking into account that

shorter distances require an

athlete to run positive splits

(faster first half) and long

distances demand the

opposite (faster last lap). This

is because the contribution of

anaerobic and aerobic

respiration varies with
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s: Crossover learning from human competition 
distance. Sprinters need to use instantly

available explosive energy to power

them as fast as possible, whereas

distance runners need time for their

bodies to metabolise oxygen to provide

cleaner and more efficient power. 

Not only is this hard to judge, but the

competitive demands of a race often

encourage athletes to vary from ideal

pace in trying to win the race or respond

to other athletes doing the same.

For this reason, no analysis of a horse

race is complete without data measuring

how the race was run. If you follow a

human athlete’s history of times, the

same truism applies: a runner is rarely
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so good as their best time suggests.

The will to win

Human athletes are cognisant of the

point of racing and can understand basic

strategy such as when to make an effort.

Horses do not have this capacity, even

though sometimes it seems as if the most

competitive ones do.

This is why reasonable, proportional

and mindful use of the whip will always

be a necessary aid to the competitive

strength of a horse. 

The cushioned whip of modern times

does not hurt or injure a

horse, any more than the

Norwegian 400m hurdler

Karsten Warholm intends to

injure himself by slapping his

thighs, chest and cheeks with

apparent force before a race.

The intention is to get his

competitive juices flowing

and sharpen his sense for the

intense moment of

competition which is about to

follow.

Winning times tend

to get faster 

over time

Some world records stand for

decades, but the pattern of

most events is a historical

gradation. A similar pattern

exists in horse racing. This

comes about partly because

raising the bar causes others

to learn from your approach.

Imitation is indeed the

sincerest form of flattery.

Nowadays, this makes it

harder for any sporting

operation to innovate and

maintain a competitive edge,

unless it has the advantage of

superior resources.Slap happy  - - Karsten Warholm


